
Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If he _______________ to the notion that she was just a child, his head
___________.
1.

(not/keep) (go)
did not keep

would go

I believed also, that it looked so much like one of the feigned labours of
Hercules, that my understanding _____________________ if I ___________
it.

2.

(passive/suspect) (propose)
would be suspected proposed

If he _______ outwardly cruel, I _____________ him.3. (be) (defy)were could defy

But if I ________ no words, Felipe, my face _____________ you that death
was near.
4.

(speak) (tell)
spoke would tell

If you ______ one you _________.5. (have) (see)had 'd see

If it _________ a success, a second _______________ in two weeks.6.
(prove) (follow)

proved would follow

If the hours _________ long or short, he _________________.7.
(seem) (not/tell)

seemed could not tell

You _____________ me, I think, if you _______ the truth.8. (hate) (know)would hate knew

If one ___________ before him, he ____________ himself in a terrible
rage.
9.

(appear) (put)
appeared would put

There are so many rooms in this barrack that, if you ___________
comfortable, I ____________ you elsewhere.
10.

(not/be) (put)
were not

could put

If I _________ him in your arms, it ______________ dishonor on those
children.
11.

(kill) (bring)
killed would bring

Why, we _____________ with a torchlight procession if we _________ to,
I believe.
12.

(work) (want)
could work wanted

If they _______ more, they ____________ me.13. (know) (nab)knew would nab
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I will not deny that I was piqued, and perhaps the feeling strengthened my
desire to go, for I was confident that I ___________________ that barrier if I
__________.

14.

(break down) (desire)
could break down

desired

_______________ surprised if any of these animals _______ here to
live?
15.

(you/be/?) (come)
Would you be came

I'm sure I ___________________ if you _____________ long words.16.
(understand) (not/use)

could understand didn't use

________________________ if they ever _________ her at it!17.
(what/people/say/?) (catch)

What would people say caught

If they ______, ______________________ there?18.
(do) (what/they/see/?)

did what would they see

It's right simple, and if folks _____________ to wondering about it, it
________ safe as any killing can be.
19.

(not/get) (be)
didn't get

'd be

Why, I _______________ out such a string as that, not if I never ______
to glory.
20.

(not/set) (get)
wouldn't set got
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